Reading List on Japanese Internment and Relocation: Adult

This list includes many of the resources listed at DENSHO. Their Japanese American Legacy Project is outstanding and we thank them for allowing us to reference this reading list on the History Colorado website. Please visit their wealth of resources at:

(http://www.densho.org/resources/default.asp)

Prewar/Overview

World War II

Overview


Why It Happened and Administration


**Life in the Concentration Camps**


**Literature/Memoirs**

(See also Densho Encyclopedia articles *Literary works on incarceration* and *Literature in Camp*)


**Art and Photography**


Biography


Studies of Individual Camps


### Leaving Camp


• Thomas, Dorothy S. *The Salvage*. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1952. [link]

### Military Service


**Dissidents**


## Resettlement Era


## Redress


## New Books (2012)


Printed Materials

Aleut Exclusion During World War II


Asian Pacific American History and Issues


Race

